Myocardial time intervals preceding left ventricular filling in chronic coronary artery disease: value of a decreased septal ejection time.
The aim was to assess the capabilities of a two-segment myocardial recording to recognize patients with an underlying chronic ischemic process as a fast screening from controls, prior to the usual segment-to-segment tissue Doppler echocardiographic assessment of ischemia. Ischemia generates systolic and relaxation abnormalities. A flow Doppler index of global systolic and diastolic myocardial performance was recently drawn from time durations studied by coupling isovolumic relaxation (IR) to preejection (PEP)/ejection (ET) ratio (PEP/ET). We derived a similar tissue Doppler approach to the period preceding the left ventricular filling: PEP', the ejectional inward wall motion representing ET' and the prefilling (PreFg) period ranging from the end of ET' to the onset of the outward wall motion approximating IR, were measured and ratios calculated between variables. Spectral tissue Doppler was applied to septal and posterior walls of 28 patients with proven chronic coronary artery disease and preserved left ventricular function and of 12 age-matched controls. Data were compared with global flow data. Global information did not differentiate both groups, save for IR (sensitivity 32%, specificity 57%). In patients, tissue Doppler mean values of single variables (P=0.004-0.0006) and ratios (P=0.03-0.002) significantly differed from controls. Moreover, septal ET' differentiated 13 patients with one-vessel (219+/-34 ms) from 10 with two-vessel disease (158+/-70 ms, P=0.01). Sensitivity and specificity of a septal ET'<190 ms for a two-vessel disease were 80%. The two-segment tissue Doppler echocardiographic study provided a rapid screening of patients versus controls and helped to predict the number of diseased vessels.